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FUNDING POWERS ROOFING
FIRM’S GROWTH
A cladding and roofing business aims to hit new heights after
exceeding a two-year growth target inside 12 months.
Aspect Facades is pressing ahead with national growth
plans amid rising demand that helped it smash a £2.5 million
turnover goal a year early.
With new projects pushing its order book towards the £5
million mark, bosses are keen to strengthen the business’
burgeoning presence in Yorkshire and Scotland, where it
recently took on major projects.
The firm, based in Shildon, County Durham, was last year
aided in its turnover ambitions by a £50,000 North East Small

a further £100,000 from the North East Growth Capital Fund

Loan Fund investment through NEL Fund Managers.

– supported by the European Regional Development Fund –

Now, having reached its target, the company has secured

which NEL also manages.

INVESTMENT ‘WILL FUEL
RECYCLING WORK’
A recycling firm turning food waste into energy has revealed
plans to increase processing capacity by 40 per cent following
a multi-million-pound cash injection.
Warrens Group says it will upgrade operations at its Emerald
Biogas anaerobic digestion plant, which is based in Newton
Aycliffe, County Durham.
The move comes after Warrens was acquired by
environmental investment fund Bio Capital.

power the equivalent of 19,000 homes and supply farmers with

Bosses say the anaerobic plant creates enough energy to

100,000 tonnes of biofertiliser.

STILLER HAILS £100,000
HAZCHEM IMPACT

BUILDER BOLSTERED BY
FINANCE SUPPORT

A family-run haulage business has secured a financial boost

A housebuilder has hailed a funding arrangement it says is

after becoming the North East distributor of a hazardous

helping fast-track ventures across the region.
Homes by Carlton has used a £300,000 short-term

freight network.

development loan from MAVEN Bonds to support work on its

Stiller Warehousing and Distribution says it has secured

Cathedral Gates estate in Chilton, County Durham.

contracts worth more than £100,000 thanks to its status as a

The business is also using a separate £800,000 bridging loan

Hazchem regional member.

from MAVEN to buy land for housing at Thorpe Thewles, near

The partnership means the firm, based in Newton Aycliffe,

Stockton.

County Durham, is a recognised carrier of hazardous products

Simon Walker, managing director at the Newton Aycliffe-

– such as liquids and difficult-to-handle goods – around the

headquartered housebuilder, said: “Working with MAVEN was

UK and Europe.
Lizzie Brophy, commercial manager, said: “This has proved a
real game-changer.”

a pleasure.”
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ADVERTISING FEATURE Spectrum Business Park

BUSINESS-BY-THE-SEA
Spectrum Business Park in Seaham is now home to some of the region’s most established
SMEs and organisations, which collectively employ more than 3000 people. Here, its
developer tells us why the location is such an attractive choice for inward investors and
growing companies

I

t wasn’t that long ago that Spectrum

park began to develop and our offices

Business Park in Seaham was in its

began filling up, that resulted in a real

earliest stages of development.

shift in attitude.

Property developer and successful

“Where people had previously

businessman Paul Wellstead had a

doubted the location, they began

vision for the park – which stands

seeing its potential, just as I had, and

on land once occupied by Dawdon

because of the positive vibe around

Colliery – but for some time it seemed

the area, it was enough to convince

he was alone.

them that Spectrum and Seaham

But like with so many success stories,

were the right locations for them.”

it was the ‘domino effect’ that saw

Over the last ten years, Spectrum

Spectrum begin to realise its full

Business Park, which is attractively

potential.

located off the A19 with many offices

Paul reflects: “We all know how

enjoying fantastic views of the North

important it is to gain momentum

East coastline, has undergone major

with anything, and as we attracted

growth and most recently Paul

the first couple of occupiers, other

announced that Believe Housing had

Spectrum 3 still to let.

companies started looking at

signed a long-term lease to occupy

“What I’m looking at now are some

Spectrum in a different way. While

Spectrum 4.

extra touches that will really benefit

no-one wants to be the first, as the

The deal is one of the largest out-of-

the occupiers and their employees,

town lettings in the last 12 months

for example attracting a major food

and will see the housing association

retailer to a small available plot on

bring all its East Durham facilities

the site.

under one roof.

“I also want to continue to play an

Believe Housing joins other high-

active role in the Seaham and Peterlee

profile tenants including Umi,

business park groups, which have

Northumbrian Water, ResQ, Great

really helped showcase everything

Annual Savings Group and Durham

that’s good about East Durham.”

County Council.
So, what does the future hold for Paul
and Spectrum Business Park?
“With a total of 67,000 sq ft of office
space under offer in 2019, including
35,000 sq ft let to expanding occupier
Believe Housing in Spectrum 4, we
ended last year on a high,” says Paul.
“There is a further big letting

SPECTRUM BUSINESS PARK

announcement to come this quarter

For more information visit www.

and this will leave only 13,000 sq ft

spectrumbusinesspark.co.uk

in Spectrum 5 and 40,000 sq ft in

ADVERTISING FEATURE Tolent

CREATING
A NEW
LEGACY
The Arlington Real Estate/
Richardson joint venture is
working with North Eastheadquartered national
building contractor Tolent
and Durham County
Council on the Milburngate
development, which is
transforming Durham City’s
commercial and leisure
landscape

T

HE VISION
Milburngate, in Durham City,
is one of the biggest live

developments happening in the
region.
In a city steeped in historical
significance, the site itself lies within

undertaken the first major part of the

THE BUILD

the Durham World Heritage Site,

regeneration of Durham’s riverside

Following an extensive two-year

which was inscribed on the World

with the development of Freemans

demolition and remediation

Heritage List by UNESCO in 1986.

Reach on the opposite bank of the

programme, Gateshead-based Tolent

Wear to Milburngate.

was appointed as the main contractor

The six-acre site on the banks of
the River Wear will be a brand new

Thanks to the enviable location and

to deliver the first phase of the

450,000 sq ft mixed-use development

exceptional quality of Milburngate,

development, which covers around 70

offering 230,000 sq ft Grade-A office

the team has already signed up a

per cent of the entire site.

space, 153 luxury apartments, 53,000

number of high-profile brands to the

sq ft of high-quality restaurants and

site, including a 92-bed Premier Inn

awarded in June 2019, one of the

bars, a boutique cinema and a 92-bed

hotel, Bar + Block, Miller & Carter and

company’s highest ever contracts,

hotel.

an Everyman cinema.

after which Tolent was named the

The £84.5 million contract was

Supported by a £120 million

Advanced discussions with one

forward-funding commitment, the

occupier, which will bring significant

following a series of high-profile

project is being delivered in joint

jobs to the city centre, are currently

wins.*

venture by Durham-based property

underway and with a number of units

business Arlington Real Estate,

under offer to a range of other high-

has endeavoured with more than ten

which has already delivered major

profile operators, this vibrant new

months of detailed and skilled civil

regeneration project DurhamGate,

development provides retail, leisure

engineering works to prepare and

five miles south of Durham City,

and office occupiers with the perfect

ready the ground on site, using more

and UK and international real estate

setting to be among like-minded

than 19,500 tonnes of concrete.

company Richardson.

businesses in what is set to be one of

Together, the joint venture has

Durham’s finest destinations.
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number one contractor in the region

Since works began on site, the team

The arrival of a 68-metre-tall crane
in February, the first of three that will

on topic: Durham

be added as a temporary fixture to the city centre skyline,
marks a step-change in the construction activity that will
follow in the next 18 months. As the various elements within
the development start to take shape, the on-boarding of
around 500 skilled and varied construction workers will help
to deliver the reality of the Milburngate vision.
THE LEGACY
Over the next ten years, Durham County Council has
committed to £3.4 billion of investment in the county,
creating more higher-quality jobs through developments
such as Milburngate.
As a major milestone in the renaissance of Durham’s
riverside and the future economic and social prosperity of
the city, the anticipated legacy for Milburngate is to attract
talented people to live, work and visit the city, while creating
and retaining important jobs.
A total of 1350 jobs have already been retained at
Freemans Reach, following the relocation of the former HM

*Source from Glenigan data, the trusted provider of UK construction project
sales leads, market analysis, forecasting, and company intelligence

Passport Office and the National Savings and Investments
(NS&I) office blocks that once stood on the Milburngate site.
Freemans Reach opened on the opposite side of the river
in 2016, swiftly followed by the redevelopment of The Gates
shopping centre to create The Riverwalk, which opened in
the summer of 2018.
The city is fast becoming a highly desirable destination,
and by continuing to provide an environment for investment
that supports growth, Durham County Council has ambitions

TOLENT

to support the creation of 30,000 new jobs during the next

www.tolent.co.uk

15 years.

www.milburngate.co.uk
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INTERVIEW Sarah Slaven

CAN COUNTY DURHAM REACH ITS
ECONOMIC POTENTIAL?
As the new decade gets underway, the land of the Prince Bishops is preparing to
capitalise on a ‘once in a generation’ opportunity to transform its economy. Richard
Dawson speaks to Sarah Slaven, managing director of Business Durham, about the various
schemes in place to drive business investment across the county

C

ounty Durham is a place that has long been

Durham and the North East Local Enterprise

trying to come to terms with its position

Partnership finally brought the Seaham site to

in the world after the closure of the mass

fruition.

employers of the Durham Coalfield, which drove
its economy for many decades.

“Sumitomo has been announced as the first
tenant there”, says Sarah.

Today, the physical and economic landscape

“They’re a wiring systems manufacturer

of Durham looks very different to how it looked

for electric cars and a key supplier to Nissan.

at the height of old industry. Over the years,

They needed a site to be able to expand their

the county has been carving out a new image

workforce.”

of itself, firstly as a tourism destination, with

Jade is pitching itself as a premier location

its UNESCO World Heritage assets in the

for distribution, technology and manufacturing

city centre, but more recently as a business

companies looking to service their suppliers in

destination, with a string of globally-significant

the UK and internationally. In that sense, Jade

businesses and industries spread across the area.

offers combined elements of other business

What do Hitachi Rail, GlaxoSmithKline,
Northumbrian Water and Gestamp all have in
common? Well, they’re big employers that have

parks already in operation across County
Durham.
Perhaps the most well-known of these is

permanent bases in County Durham. They’re

Aycliffe Business Park, not least because it’s

also all operating in different industries, which

where Hitachi Rail’s European headquarters are

is going to be crucial for the economic vitality of

and where the trains, which serve the East Coast

the county moving forward.

Mainline are assembled.

For the North East generally, business
diversity is just as important as business growth.
This is at the heart of Business Durham’s
strategy for economic regeneration.

Aycliffe is actually the North East’s largest
business park, spread across 400 hectares, and
home to more than 500 businesses that employ
around 10,000 people.

Sarah Slaven, the organisation’s managing

“Aycliffe Business Park is a really important

director, lists numerous developments being

driver for our economy and also for the Tees

delivered across the county that will cater

Valley and Darlington areas,” Sarah adds.

for a diverse range of inward investors and
homegrown entrepreneurs.

There’s also a thriving business community on
the park, which is fostering a more collaborative

From the Jade and Spectrum Business Parks,
to NETPark, Aycliffe Business Park, Integra 61
and Aykley Heads Business Centre; Durham is

environment where companies can work
together to overcome common challenges.
Sarah explains: “There’s a private sector-led

making its voice heard in the marketplace in a

board there who regularly have networking

big way.

events and there’s a lot more emphasis on peer-

The most recent of these developments, Jade
Business Park, is preparing to welcome its first
tenant after a collaboration between Business
8

to-peer learning and how businesses can help
themselves.
“It’s not about the public sector coming in to

on topic: Durham
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give them the answers, most businesses actually
want to learn from each other. We’ve just helped
to facilitate the kind of environment where that
can happen.”
Another key location in the county is NETPark.

“We’ve got the advantage of Durham University
being on the doorstep,” says Sarah.
“The question is, how do we really use that to
attract businesses?”
Aykley Head’s Salvus House is also home to the

Now in its 20th year, the Sedgefield science park

Durham City Incubator, an initiative to attract,

has gone from strength-to-strength, attracting

grow and retain graduate enterprise in the region.

a number of innovative high-tech companies

Sarah explains: “It’s a six-month programme

specialising in areas such as nanotechnology,

with a series of workshops, training and support.

x-ray, forensics and semi-conductor technology.
Sarah comments: “NETPark is a great example

“We have an incubator manager who works with
the start-ups one-to-one. They get to be based at

of where you’ve got to stick with your long-term

the offices here and get access to a start-up grant,

vision.

as well as the possibility of investment funding

“Creating a science park was all part of our
drive to create higher-value, better-paid jobs if

through our relationship with Northstar Ventures.”
If all of the above wasn’t evidence enough

we’re going to change the nature of the county’s

of how County Durham is working intensively

economy.”

to reach its economic potential, there’s also a

NETPark was first made a reality through a
collaboration with Durham University, whose

new £20 million investment fund called Finance
Durham that’s already making an impact.

Research Institute was the first building on site.

Sarah comments: “To date, we’ve invested

Since then, CPI has set up shop there, as well as

about £4.3 million, which has actually brought

university spin-out turned global tech company

businesses into the area who wouldn’t have looked

Kromek and scores of other businesses with

at Durham otherwise.”

enormous growth potential.
As important as these sites are, the biggest

There’s also the County Durham Growth Fund,
which is there to provide grants and de-risk

opportunity for County Durham at the moment

investment for companies who might be holding

is at Aykley Heads Business Centre. In a parkland

back due to economic uncertainty, of which there’s

setting just a few minutes’ walk from the train

been no shortage in recent months.

station and Durham city centre, Aykley Heads has

The topics covered in this article are just a

the potential to attract more than 6000 jobs and

snapshot of what’s going on in County Durham at

deliver a £400 million boost to the local economy.

the moment.

Already home to companies like business and
IT consultancy Waterstons and Atom Bank, Aykley

To really understand the progress being made,
you’d have to go and see for yourself.

Heads is pitching itself to those companies with
financial, banking and legal services to bring in
high-quality jobs and maximise the site’s GVA
potential.
The pitch is based on access to talent, which is
an important draw for professional services firms.

BUSINESS DURHAM
www.businessdurham.co.uk
@_BusinessDurham
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ADVERTISING FEATURE North East BIC

IGNITING INNOVATION ACROSS
COUNTY DURHAM
The North East BIC is helping local SMEs realise their potential with bespoke advice via
the Flexible Support Programme and the SME Innovation Programme

D

esigned to unlock the innovative potential of local

and to invest in innovation, providing advice and guidance

businesses, the North East Business and Innovation

tailored to their specific needs.

Centre (BIC)’s Flexible Support Programme

“It also helps us to identify projects that can be

enables SMEs to use innovation as a powerful tool to gain

supported through our SME Innovation Programme where

competitive advantage and accelerate growth.

eligible businesses can receive up to 40 per cent of project

Funded through the European Regional Development

funding.”

Fund (ERDF), the programme supports a wide range of

The generation and successful exploitation of new

key sectors – including manufacturing, digital industries,

ideas is a crucial part of refining business processes and

renewable energy and healthcare.

augmenting performance while increasing efficiency and

Paul McEldon, chief executive of the BIC, says:

improving profitability.

“Innovation is embedded within the history of the UK. Our

Gillian Middleton, innovation project manager, adds: “In

strong economy is a result of our persistence to strive

the last four years, the Flexible Support Programme has

towards innovation, creating products for the global

supported 18 projects across a wide range of industries.

market.

“I’ve had the opportunity to meet some extraordinary

“We believe that in order to ensure the growth of

people and businesses over the years with some really

the North East economy, we need to foster innovative

exciting and innovative ideas. It really is a pleasure to be

entrepreneurship. However, when embarking on a new

working with such diverse SMEs.”

and innovative project, it can be a lonely environment for
a business owner, with no one to share their successes or

Adding value to your business

lessons in failure with. The Flexible Support Programme

Giving businesses the confidence and capabilities to excel

encourages and inspires entrepreneurs to think differently

in the North East is a vital part of the North East BIC’s aim
to attract and retain an immense pool of talent armed with
the tools they need to innovate and succeed.
The Flexible Support Programme is available to Durhambased SMEs who are committed to embracing innovation
as a whole business process but lack the confidence to take
the next step.
Twelve hours of one-to-one support is available to
eligible businesses. The support covers four themes and a
‘pick-and-mix’ approach ensures that support is provided
where it is needed most – and is tailored to the specific
needs of the business.
The four themes
Horizon Scanning: analysing how emerging trends and
developments may potentially affect current activity.
Strategic Planning: helping SMEs take a structured,
sustainable and focused approach to embed innovation
throughout the business.
12
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Digital Landscape: opening new markets through
understanding new and developing technologies.
Attracting Innovative People: creating an innovative culture
by cultivating knowledge from within the SME, and then
managing it well.
North East BIC can also identify projects that may be
eligible for up to 40 per cent funding through our SME
Innovation Programme.
Eligibility
The Flexible Support Programme is available to SMEs
located in County Durham and who are operating with
a B2B remit. Eligible businesses must demonstrate a
strong commitment to understanding what innovation
means for their business and can dedicate 12 hours to the
programme.
Simon Pelly, managing director at S&A Fabrications,
recently accessed the programme to aid the management
buy-out (MBO) and expansion of the 40-year-old firm.
Working with an experienced innovation adviser, Simon
was able to tap into his wealth of knowledge to complete
the MBO as well as secure the funding required to expand
the company’s factory in Barnard Castle, invest in new
machinery and increase its headcount.
The company is now fulfilling more orders than ever
before with a suite of new, state-of-the-art machinery.
Simon says: “It was a very broad project because we
were looking at what we could do with an established and

The North East Business and Innovation Centre (BIC)

successful company but we have since expanded our main

has received £899,250 of funding from the England

manufacturing facility and invested in new technology.

European Regional Development Fund as part of the
European Structural and Investment Funds Growth

“We’ve also built our own health and safety system for

Programme 2014-2020.

when we load vehicles and have invested in a whole host
of new machinery that has since helped us explore new
frontiers and break into new markets.

NORTH EAST BIC

“We’ve turned what was a traditional ‘metal bashing

For more information about the Flexible Support Programme or the

company’ into a forward-thinking and award-winning

SME Innovation Programme call 0191 516 6039

manufacturer of a wide range of fabricated products. This
would never have been possible without the support we
received from the team at the North East BIC.”
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ADVERTISING FEATURE Highbridge Properties

JADE – THE NEW GEM IN COUNTY
DURHAM’S ECONOMY
Work is almost complete on the first phase of Jade Business Park in Seaham, County
Durham, which is set to become the premier commercial and office location for
distribution, technology and advanced manufacturing companies

S

even speculative units totalling
155,000 sq ft of new space at
the 55-acre Jade Business Park

Newcastle International Airport.
County Durham has a vibrant and

and now classified as a designated
Enterprise Zone, allowing business to

effective labour market of 259,300

be rate-free for up to five years, which

(Jade) will be completed this spring,

people and employees based at

could be worth up £275,000 – a huge

with the first 50,000 sq ft unit having

Jade will benefit from good public

boost to any business.

been pre-let to Sumitomo Electric

transport links, ample parking and

Wiring Systems Europe (SEWS-E).

electric vehicle charging stations,

£14 million funding for highway and

The landmark new business park

Meanwhile, Jade has also received

with Dalton Park – the biggest outlet

infrastructure works from the North

has been made possible thanks to the

shopping and leisure centre in the

East Local Enterprise Partnership

partnership between Durham County

North East of England – located

(NELEP) and the Highways Agency

Council, Business Durham, and

directly adjacent to the site.

that will help to fund a programme

Highbridge Properties, the company

of works to increase the capacity of

behind the UK’s largest office park,

Breathing new life into the area

the A19/A182 junctions serving the

Cobalt, in North Tyneside.

Jade Business Park lies on the former

business park and allow for further

Hawthorn Colliery and Cokeworks,

growth.

Jade is poised to become the new
gem in the east Durham economy,

which was the largest British Coal site

providing over 750,000 sq ft of new

in the North East. The business park

Global business becomes the first tenant

employment space for offices, large

will breathe new life into this area,

A real vote of confidence in Jade

scale manufacturing and distribution

with the site completely remediated

and Country Durham as the place

occupiers. Ultimately, it promises to
deliver thousands of jobs and bring
tens of millions of pounds into the
economy.
Perfectly positioned
The site is ideally located, moments
from the A19 and Dalton Park on
the outskirts of Murton, Seaham,
with easy access to ports, airports
and train stations. The A19 trunk
road provides links to Sunderland
and Hartlepool, and on to the major
motorway networks.
Jade also lies just ten miles from
Nissan Motor Company, ten miles
from the Port of Tyne and 28 miles to
14
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to do business came with the
announcement that Sumitomo Electric
Wiring Systems Europe (SEWS-E) is
to become the site’s first tenant. Part
of a global Fortune 500 corporation,
the relocation to Jade has enabled
SEWS-E to expand into the largest unit
of 55,000 sq ft, where it will produce
and distributes automotive wiring
harnesses, fuse boxes, connectors, and
cables throughout Europe and to the
Nissan plant in Sunderland.
Commenting on the announcement,

Make Jade home for your business
Six new speculative industrial units for

the Minister of State for Local

distribution, technology, and advanced

Growth, the Rt Hon Jake Berry MP,

manufacturing businesses are now

Jade Business Park is classified

says: “We’re committed to boosting

available within the first phase of Jade

as a designated Enterprise Zone,

economic growth across the Northern

Business Park – ranging from 11,109

allowing business to be rate-free

Powerhouse and the whole of the UK

square feet to 31,098 square feet.

for up to five years, which could

as we work to level up our regions. I’m

These industrial buildings come with

delighted Sumitomo Electric Wiring

service yards and integrated offices.

Systems Europe is the first business

The park’s location also makes it the

to make Jade Business Park its new

perfect base for companies involved

base, it is a sign of the confidence

in the automotive construction supply

companies have in the North East and

chain and this has already been

UK economy.

demonstrated by the prelet of 50,000

Mike Hall, DC Manager at SEWS-E,
is also looking forward to the move.
“We’re looking forward to getting

boost to any business.

sq ft to SEWS-E.
Potential occupiers can take
advantage of a range of flexible and

into our new site at Jade Business

bespoke solutions for their business,

Park in Durham this year. The site’s

tailored to meet their exact needs.

location and offer are perfect for us. It

With support packages available

is just six miles away from our current

from this Durham County Council-

facility, which we have outgrown,

owned site, Jade Business Park is a

close to the motorway and our major

very desirable location for business

customers. Our new building is being

occupiers and investors alike.

purpose-built, enabling us to grow and

be worth up £275,000 – a huge

With room to grow, the 55-acre site

accommodate a number of exciting

has the potential for up to 750,000

new projects that are in the pipeline,”

sq ft of space for offices, large scale

he says.

manufacturing and distribution tenants
in future phases.
15

HIGHBRIDGE PROPERTIES
Photo (above): Work started on the 55-acre
site in August 2019. Left to right – Ray
Browning (North East LEP), Cllr Joyce
Maitland (Durham County Council), Guy
Marsden (Highbridge Properties Ltd), Cllr
Simon Henig (Durham County Council), Cllr
Alan Napier (Durham County Council) and
Peter McDowell (Business Durham)
Find out more today about how Jade could
be the perfect home for your business by
visiting www.jadepark.co.uk

ADVERTISING FEATURE Wealth of Advice

MAKING WAVES IN THE
FINANCIAL SERVICES SECTOR
The Durham-based firm Wealth of Advice now manages a client portfolio worth more than
£115 million and was recently rated as one of the best in the industry by the people who
matter the most – its clients. Owner Chris Breward tells us more about his entrepreneurial
journey and what the future holds for him and his team of 15 employees

we’d been recommended to them by
people who had become clients and
were really pleased with the service
they received from us.
“From nothing, our portfolio quickly
increased and as it did, so did the
team.”
Wealth of Advice is very much a
family business – alongside Chris,
employees include his wife Jodene, his
sister Deborah and nieces Aimee and
Abbie, both of whom graduated from
Northumbria University and joined the
firm to embark on being trained into
their current roles.
The company is based at Swale

E

ight years ago, businessman

House on Mandale Business Park in
And today, with a team of 15 staff

Belmont – with Chris resisting the

Chris Breward had a vision – he

and an asset portfolio worth over £115

urge to relocate to Newcastle, the

wanted to launch a financial

million, there’s no doubt he’s achieved

financial heart of the North East.

advice company that did things
differently, one that would help
change perceptions of the industry for
the better.
Having worked for some of the

that.

He believes he can achieve

So, what’s the key to Wealth of
Advice’s success?
Chris, who grew up in Peterlee and
now lives in Trimdon, says: “I think

everything he wants to from his
central Durham location and is proud
to be part of a city that is so buoyant
and successful.

North East and West’s largest

what appealed to my clients was my

employers, Chris was only too aware

no-nonsense approach – I was upfront

big cities and it wasn’t for me. I also

that there was little trust in companies

and honest with them right from the

didn’t really like the way the sector was

within the sector and a feeling that it

word go and offered them advice

perceived – the working demographic

was quite stuffy and elitist.

based on what was best for them, not

is sometimes regarded as quite stuffy

Wealth of Advice.

and elitist, and that was something I

At the age of just 33, Chris felt he
was ideally positioned to set up a
business that put its clients’ wealth
at the heart of everything it does – a

“You could say we were the ‘caring
arm around their shoulders’.
“Quite quickly, referrals increased

“I’ve worked in Newcastle and other

wanted to change.
“It was with all of that in mind that
I decided that Durham was the right

company that would grow based on

and we were getting more people

place for us. It’s such a great location

word-of-mouth and recommendations.

coming to us for advice. In most cases

for many reasons and I am proud that

16
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we’re growing here. For me it’s the

since stepping up profiling activity, the

perfect city.

company has attracted several new

“Our set up is deliberately different

clients and is also in the process of

- rather than the goal being to get

rolling out it services to employees at

people to come to us no matter what,

some of the biggest companies in the

instead our approach is with a bias to

area.

the individual rather than the business
– we only take on a client if it is in their

So, what next for Chris?
“We’re gradually increasing our

interests and I believe we can make

public profile and are in the process

them money. If I don’t think that is

of pulling together an ambitious

likely, or it isn’t the right time for them

marketing strategy which involves

to transfer their assets to us, that’s

mainstream radio and television

what we advise.

advertising, targeted digital marketing

“I know that might sound strange for
a business owner to say – surely you
want as much business as possible?

and regional and trade press profiling,
he says.
“I want to drive forward our

But for me, I felt that the best way to

growth and know that with the right

grow the business was with honesty

sort of activity and visibility, we can

and integrity at its core. I want people

achieve our aim of doubling our asset

to recommend us because of the

management portfolio within the next

service they get – for me that’s the

year.

best marketing tool available to any

“I feel very privileged that after

business regardless of their size or

just eight years of running Wealth of

sector.”

Advice, which was started with nothing,

Moving into year eight of trading,

we’re in such a strong position and am

Wealth of Advice shows no signs of

very excited to see what the future

slowing down – in fact in the months

holds.”
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WEALTH OF ADVICE
For more information visit www.
wealthofadvice.co.uk
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ADVERTISING FEATURE Swinburne Maddison LLP

LEGAL SOLUTIONS TO SUPPORT THE
GROWTH OF DURHAM’S ECONOMY
Durham City law firm Swinburne Maddison LLP is viewing 2020 with optimism from its
offices at Aykley Heads

T

he team at Swinburne
Maddison believes that County
Durham is a great place to be in

business thanks to the many strategic
economic, cultural and educational
initiatives that are being driven by
Durham County Council, Business
Durham, The County Durham Growth
Fund and NETPark.
The law firm, based at Aykley
Heads, offers a full spectrum of
services spanning corporate and
commercial, employment and
commercial property to litigation,
family and private client work. It is
sufficiently agile to provide clients
with easy access to partners at all
times, and prides itself on the creative

Fulfilment Centre in Newton Aycliffe

several key projects, such as the

yet commercial solutions its team

is a prime example of the region’s

Weardale Railway acquisition and the

offers, with an overarching holistic

attractiveness as a place to do

Auckland Project, a vital local heritage

approach to the advice delivered.

business. This facility alone is set to

project, as well as several high-profile

create more than 1000 jobs. Given

M&A transactions. Meanwhile, we

continue to assure its position as a

our reputation for loyalty and hard

continue to develop our longstanding

legal partner of choice for a wide

work, the time is right for Durham

relationship with Maven Capital

range of SMEs in the county and

City and the wider county to build on

Partners and are currently involved in

beyond.

the traditional core strengths of our

a number of exciting deals.”

In fact, the firm’s high service levels

Swinburne Maddison’s corporate
and commercial partner Martyn

tourism and education.
“Key to future economic strength,

Martyn concludes: “As an
established Durham law firm, with

Tennant also believes that

we believe, is to ‘buy local’ – and

an excellent reputation and an

various developments in Durham

we encourage all local businesses

impressive network, Swinburne

including the success of Atom

to do this. There is such a wealth

Maddison is well placed to facilitate

Bank, the relocation of County

of talent here. There is no need to

further success for the region – and

Hall and development of Aykley

venture beyond the county to get

we are eager to play our part.”

Heads, together with a variety of

amazing support, which is why our

new commercial and residential

plans for the coming year include the

developments, have the potential to

recruitment of more talented people

generate hundreds of new jobs and

to add further capacity to our various

SWINBURNE MADDISON LLP

attract further inward investment.

teams.

For more information visit www.

He says: “The new Amazon

“We are currently working on

swinburnemaddison.co.uk

ADVERTISING FEATURE Business Durham

FUNDING BUSINESS GROWTH
IN COUNTY DURHAM
The County Durham Growth Fund has awarded capital grants of more than half a million
pounds to three businesses from across the county since its launch in summer 2019

B

usiness Durham – the economic

that provides grants to small and

development arm of Durham

medium-sized businesses in County

County Council – is a trusted

Durham to accelerate their growth.

advisor to hundreds of businesses

access new markets.
This funding is expected to create
54 jobs.

Engineering firms Dyer Engineering

across Durham, providing expert

and Bignall Group Ltd, and large

Bignall Group

knowledge, advice and ongoing

format print supplier, Design X-Press

For more than 40 years, Bignall Group

support for every stage of a business.

Ltd, are the first three companies to

has helped designers, engineers and

secure capital grants.

entrepreneurs to turn their ideas into

It oversees significant funding pots
such as the Finance Durham Fund

reality.

with Maven Capital Partners and

Dyer Engineering

The group design and develop light

the County Durham Growth Fund in

Dyer Engineering is the largest

engineered products from their base

partnership with UMi.

independent engineering business

in Shildon, County Durham, and sell in

in County Durham, with two sites in

20 different countries across multiple

Stanley.

industries.

In the last year Business Durham
has awarded three local businesses
substantial sums of capital grant

It recently received a £475,000

Through the County Durham

funding to finance their planned

capital grant from the County Durham

Growth Fund, Bignall Group secured

growth and create more jobs through

Growth Fund to purchase a fibre laser

a £35,000 capital grant to help

the County Durham Growth Fund.

profiling machine and robotic welding

modernise and update its current

units and cranes to help increase its

machine shop, as well as purchase

manufacturing capabilities and to

new milling machinery to increase the

The County Durham Growth Fund
is a £4.9 million capital grant scheme

firm’s capacity and help it expand into
new markets.
It is hoped this funding will create
eight new jobs.
Mark Coatsworth, group
commercial manager at Bignall Group,
says: “The grant has been gratefully
received by Bignall Group, enabling
our Shildon Manufacturing Company
brand to secure additional work
through increased machine capacity.
This has secured our position with
a key customer and enables us to
continue supporting our internal
projects as well as new and other
existing external customers, further
contributing to the growth of the
North East region.”
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Design X-Press
Large format print solutions company
Design X-Press was a successful grant
applicant for the County Durham
Growth Fund and plans to use its
£50,000 grant to buy new print
equipment to increase its capacity,
improve efficiency and offer a
broader range of services.
Juliette Brown, managing director
at Design X-Press, reflects: “The
recent grant funding we received
from the County Durham Growth
Fund enabled us to become the first

“We are delighted to be able to fund

UK company to take delivery of the

these three businesses’ capital grant

partner at UNW, says: “We’re

new LED Jetrix LXi7 printer. This

projects and help each of them to

delighted to be part of a scheme

press, coupled with the Oce Colorado

grow and achieve their ambitions.

that is encouraging business growth

1650 roll-fed printer, have been

“The County Durham Growth Fund

John Healey, corporate finance

in County Durham. It has been a

introduced to develop our strategy for

was set up to support businesses in

fantastic opportunity to engage with

further growth.

County Durham with capital projects

the region and help to support the

such as investing in new equipment

creation of sustainable jobs that will

and improving facilities.

boost the North East economy.”

“Following months of research
within the market, these presses were
selected for speed, output quality,

“Each of these companies can make

The funding has been secured

flexibility and more economical

a real impact on our local economy,

from the England European Regional

running costs compared to the

improving productivity in key sectors

Development Fund as part of the

current equipment.

in the county and help to boost job

European Structural and Investment

creation.”

Funds Growth Programme 2014-

“We now have our sights set on
reaching £1.5 million in turnover and

Karen Jones, senior project

2020.

will be creating four more jobs, one of

manager at UMi, adds: “The fund is

which is already in place.”

really starting to make a difference

sized businesses need to be

“The application was straight

To qualify, small and medium-

now and it’s great to hear from

planning a capital investment

forward and the help and support

businesses what the impact from the

of at least £100,000 to expand

we received through UMi made the

grant means for them as well as the

existing operations or establish new

journey even simpler. Its people

boost to the county.”

operations in County Durham.

were very knowledgeable and

Grants applications are appraised

communicated with us regularly

by UNW LLP, an independent firm of

BUSINESS DURHAM

throughout the whole process.”

chartered accountants and business

For further details and to apply for the

advisers, before receiving final

County Durham Growth Fund, visit www.

approval by UMi.

countydurhamgrowthfund.co.uk

Sarah Slaven, Business Durham’s
interim managing director, says:
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COUNTY DURHAM IS HOME TO SCORES OF DIGITAL AND TECH-BASED COMPANIES
PROVIDING INNOVATIVE SERVICES BOTH NATIONALLY AND INTERNATIONALLY.
WHAT DO YOU THINK HAS BEEN THE CATALYST FOR THIS GROWTH?
Sue Black

Helen Golightly

Professor of computer science

Chief executive

and technology evangelist

North East Local Enterprise

Durham University

Partnership

County Durham is clearly

The North East is rapidly

benefiting from its incredibly

becoming a nationally

enthusiastic, skilled and

recognised digital hub and,

talented people who are

as home to the Centre for

driven to succeed – something which is shared by Durham

Process Innovation and the Satellite Applications Centre

University’s staff and students. We’re proud to play our part

of Excellence, County Durham is making a significant

in the growing tech sector, using our research expertise

contribution to this success. Major research and

to successfully collaborate with companies such as Atom

development assets, and the world-renowned Durham

Bank and Scott Logic. We’re also addressing the under-

University, sit alongside innovation hubs such as NETPark,

representation of women in tech with our innovative re-

Aykley Heads and Business Durham, and this has created a

training programme TechUP Women. Looking ahead, our

burgeoning ecosystem ideal for catalysing high-growth tech

future students will be taught in a £40 million state-of-the-

businesses. Companies like Atom Bank and Waterstons are

art maths and computer science building, preparing the next

leading the way in digitalisation and shaping the economy of

generation of computer scientists for the digital future.

tomorrow. It’s a highly attractive base for tech businesses.

Dr Arnab Basu

Robin Finley

Chief executive

Plant director

Kromek

ZF

County Durham has been

The ZF Group has been

home to incredibly talented

producing safety cameras in

people because of world-

Peterlee since 2013 and has

leading academic and research

seen significant increases in

facilities. Spaces such as

demand and output for this

NETPark have been successful in creating the environment

high-tech product since 2015. To support this, there has

for aspiring, high-tech companies to start, grow and expand

been major investment made at Peterlee, and our facility

internationally. Working in conjunction with Durham

is now regarded as a global centre for excellence in the

University, companies can access some of the best academic

development of next generation safety camera technology.

minds in areas of computing, artificial intelligence and many

We have introduced several new production lines and seen

other technologies to build globally competitive, innovative

the number of cameras produced each week reach 92,000.

businesses. It is this mix of innovation, enterprise and

We have also continued to recruit, bolstering our succession

ambition that has made County Durham such an exciting

planning and talent attraction programmes, and our

place to build technology businesses and be part of an

headcount currently stands at just under 1000.

emerging tech hub.
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